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Project Abstract 
 
Under typical operating conditions, human loading of a CNC lathe is slow and inconsistent which wastes                
labor hours and financial resources. Preferred Quality Services (PQS) tasked the Industrial Automation             
team with designing a modular and scalable cell to decrease cycle time, which in turn, increases                
production. 
 
At the beginning of the 2017 fall semester, the team was tasked with constructing a system which will                  
properly load, re-orientate, and unload a cylindrical part for CNC lathe machining for PQS. The system                
was going to comply with workplace safety standards, would have performed reliably and robustly in the                
placing and orienting of parts, and would have had the capability to track dimensionals, and compute                
process control capability during production. The system would have operated at a minimum rate of 120                
parts per hour and would have been capable of functioning without supervision during that time. The                
system design was approved by the customer and would have been ready for operation by the conclusion                 
of the 2017-2018 academic year. However, on November 16, 2017, the customer notified the team that                
this project was no longer applicable as the part project was to be terminated in the first quarter of 2018. 
  
Due to the product cancellation, PQS assigned a new project to the team. This new project required the                  
automation of loading and machining processes for a triangular-shaped, steel-stamped flange. This new             
system was designed to also comply with workplace safety standards, produce dimensionally accurate             
parts, and operate dependably. The new system can operate at a rate of 100 parts per hour minimum. The                   
design of this system was approved by PQS in March of 2018. Since then, the team has completed the                   
purchasing and construction of the autonomous machine cell. Final installation, wiring, and programming             
are currently taking place at PQS. Once the machine has proven it can produce parts at the rate and                   
quality desired, an official part runoff will take place with the customer. When successful, project               
documents will be transferred to them, and the project will be complete. 
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1. Overview of Project 
1.1. Project Description 

 
Team 07 designed and built a fully automated machining cell capable of manufacturing a metal part. The                 
machine operates autonomously, places parts precisely and reliably in a CNC lathe, interfaces with an               
operator, and meets workplace safety standards. The team was responsible for the design of a rotary                
indexing table, a part check ramp, end of arm tooling, controls and hardware design, and the                
programming of sensors and of the robot. The design centers around a Haas lathe. Other notable                
components include a FANUC 6-axis robotic arm, custom end of arm tooling, an indexing part table,                
quality inspection area, binning space, and control panel.  

 
Under typical operating conditions, human loading of a CNC lathe is slow and inconsistent which wastes                
labor hours and financial resources. Preferred Quality Services tasked the Industrial Automation team             
with designing a modular and scalable cell to decrease cycle time, which in turn, increases production.                
The final cell uses a FANUC robot arm to insert raw parts into a lathe for machining, and place finished                    
parts into a bin for shipping. No supervision is required from an operator, but if desired, an operator can                   
safely add raw parts to the indexing table, request a finished part to be dispensed for quality purposes via                   
the part check ramp, enter the cell for maintenance, or pause production entirely.  

 
Throughout the design process, the team overcame many significant challenges. The most demanding             
issue was a project change in late November, requiring a complete design overhaul. Additional challenges               
included evolving customer demands, limited time for programming and runoff, and integration of several              
complex components. Working on a tight timeline, the team designed, manufactured, and began             
programming of the machine cell. Many design reviews were performed throughout the process both              
with our customer and with external advisors.  

1.2. Team Members 
 

 

Alex Keizer 
Mechanical Engineer 
 
Alex is a senior mechanical engineering student with minors in business           
and mathematics. Alex previously held an internship with Best Metal          
Products where he designed and revised hydraulic cylinders. Currently,         
he is working as an engineering intern with Progressive Surface where           
he troubleshoots machine production problems and does some minor         
design work. Upon graduation, Alex will continue working at         
Progressive Surface as a Mechanical Design Engineer. He plans to attend           
graduate school part-time for a Master’s in Business Administration         
within five years. 
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Josh Tempelman 
Mechanical Engineer 
 
Josh is a senior mechanical engineering student with a minor in math, set             
to graduate in May of 2018. He has completed two internships with            
Yanfeng Automotive and works part-time during the school year with          
the Calvin College Engineering Department. After graduation, Josh will         
be attending Michigan State University to pursue a Ph.D. in mechanical           
engineering. 
 
 

 

Michael Bissetta 
Electrical and Computer Engineer 
 
Michael is a senior electrical and computer engineering student with          
minors in mathematics and business. He is from Northeast Ohio and is            
set to graduate in May of 2018. He has worked for several different             
companies as an engineering technician, program manager, and        
consultant. His previous employment was through Eaton Corporation –         
Vehicle Business as a Program Management Intern over summer 2017.          
He is currently employed as a Controls Design Engineer at Progressive           
Surface and hopes to pursue a Master’s in Business Administration          
within the next few years. 
 

 

Nathan Casey 
Electrical and Computer Engineer 
 
Nathan is a senior electrical and computer engineering student from          
Massachusetts who is set to graduate in May of 2018. He will graduate             
with a minor in business as well. Nathan has worked at Abbvie            
Bioresearch for three summers as an energy engineering assistant, a          
project engineer, and most recently as a controls engineer. He has a            
strong background in robotics and controls, and hopes to work for a            
company that values innovation and ambition. 
 
 

1.3. Project Design 
1.3.1. Design Criteria 

 
Since both the projects were for part manufacturing operations for the same company, most of the design                 
criteria remained the same between the two projects. 
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The most important criterion for the customer is cost; cost is the ultimate driver for the project. If the cost                    
of automating the process is greater than the cost of the employee's wages over the course the contract                  
(two years) it is not worth pursuing. With that being said, there are several other important design criteria. 
  
The second most important criteria for the customer is modularity. The customer wants to use this project                 
as a test run for future automation at the plant. This means standard industry practices should be used and                   
the expensive equipment purchased should be applicable to different applications. 
  
Other important and obvious considerations are reliability, safety, and reparability. The customer expects             
a robust system that will complete its task as dependably as possible. The customer assumes that the                 
system will be built with all industry standard safety precautions, including OSHA requirements. The              
customer also wants the system to be built so that maintenance personnel could quickly assess and correct                 
any issues. This means that the system will need to be logically constructed and well documented.  
 
Implicit, less important criteria include minimizing shop footprint, minimizing cell noise, and aesthetics. 
 

1.3.2. Design Norms 
 
Automation within the manufacturing workplace is rapidly evolving and improving. Team 07 was             
exposed to this reality throughout their senior design project. When considering the best route for               
automation, the engineering design norms of transparency, humility, care, and trust must be considered. 
  
As with any product designed for an end user, full disclosure of the design’s limitations, tradeoffs, and                 
potential impacts is critical. This is known as transparency. Transparency within automation engineering             
is especially important since people can be directly impacted, such as with this project. Within the context                 
of this project, the abilities of the design team must be disclosed so that the customer does not generate                   
false expectations, and so that the financial burden of implementing the project is properly understood.               
For this reason, Team 07 must be sure to fully disclose all aspects of the design to the customer.  
 
The design norm of humility was especially critical to the team. Throughout all interactions, humility               
between the team and PQS employees was needed. PQS employees have more exposure to the industry                
and possess many valuable knowledge and skills relating to the processing of the part. The team should be                  
sure to keep close communication with the workers at PQS to benefit from their knowledge. Keeping the                 
design norm of humility close to heart when automating ensured operators were viewed as people, not                
simply as a worker. 
 
An additional norm related to automation is care. This design norm takes in to account the effect of the                   
individuals involved in a psychological, social, and physical sense. Job loss can cause a decline in                
employees’ mental health. For this reason, Team 07 had to consider the impact they are having on PQS                  
employees. It was important for the team to grasp whether the employee was going to be fired, or was                   
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going to be moved to a different position within the company. Care within the field of automation is                  
necessary for successful implementation of this project. 
 
The design norm of trust must also be considered. Trust accounts for the dependability and reliability of                 
the design. Trust is an integral component of why so many manufacturing companies are attempting to get                 
into automation. Robots perform tasks very accurately with minimal errors in tasks. Additionally, they              
can perform some tasks much faster than humans. However, trust must also ensure conflicts of interest are                 
avoided. In automation, a potential conflict of interest is cost. While many tasks can be performed via                 
robots, it may be too costly to do so. Cost could also be in terms of employee satisfaction, or job security.                     
Trust within the scope of this project was primarily considered from the monetary perspective. 
 
As automation becomes more common within PQS’s facility, careful implementation is required.            
Operators and maintenance personnel must have enough knowledge of the design to properly maintain the               
machine(s). Team 07 was especially concerned with the design norms during this project since PQS has                
been entertaining the idea of creating more automated cells based on this project. With that being said, the                  
four design norms listed above were not the only ones considered; all of the engineering design norms                 
were important, and will continue to be important as the project concludes. 
 

1.3.3. Design Alternatives 
 
One alternative that would have significantly changed both projects was a custom-built arm. The team               
would be required to build a new robotic arm using steel and servo motors instead of purchasing one from                   
a manufacturer. As discussed below in section 1.4.4, this alternative to a robotic arm was not                
recommended.  
 
Design alternatives for the indexing table and end of arm can be found in the defined sections. The                  
alternatives were generated primarily through design review meetings with local automation companies. 

1.3.4. Design Decisions 
 

Ultimately, the team decided that a custom arm did not align well with the customer's priorities. A custom                  
arm would be difficult for outsiders to maintain and repair because it is inherently non-standard. It would                 
also be less reliable than a purchased arm because the team’s troubleshooting and knowledge could not                
compare to the years of experience that robot integrators possess. And finally, it would be difficult for the                  
customer to reprogram the arm for different applications because the team would be the only individuals                
knowledgeable of how to program it.  
 
Design reviews were held with several companies, including Progressive Surface, Koops, Inc., and JR              
Automation. These reviews helped the team identify strengths and weaknesses with the design, as well as,                
how the team can reduce costs by changing the design. The team was able to make changes based on                   
feedback from these companies.  
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2. Customer 
2.1. About PQS 
 

Preferred Quality Services (PQS) was founded in 1982. The company is located in Walker, MI. PQS                
operates within a 30,000 square foot facility and has approximately 200 employees. The company is ISO                
9001:2008 certified. The company pursues excellence within their industry through attention to detail,             
commitment to quality, responsiveness, and customer satisfaction. The company has experience serving a             
wide variety of industries: automotive, furniture, aerospace, medical. 
  

 
Figure 1: Preferred Quality Services Logo. 

  
PQS offers inspection, machining, and assembly services. Inspection is performed using visual,            
microscope, dimensional and gauge, machine vision, and CMM methods to confirm parts are to print.               
The company offers production machining as well as rework, CAD and CAM design, and prototyping               
with large parts and 4th axis machining capabilities. Assembly, kitting, and packaging services are also               
offered to serve customers’ inventory, space, and time constraints. 
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3. Project Change 
 
The team was originally tasked with automating a system to manufacture small disk-like pucks, refer to                
the figure below. This project was requested and would be financed by Preferred Quality Services.               
Machining this product required a two-step lathing operation and part measurement system            
post-machining. Currently, an employee manually loads each raw part into one lathe, removes the              
half-machined part, loads it into the second lathe, and measures it using a micrometer after the final                 
machining is completed. The operator drops the part in the final parts bin if the part was machined                  
correctly. By automating this system, the customer saves money and production rate increases.             
Additionally, the operator can work on another project, using their time more wisely. This system had to                 
comply with workplace safety standards, perform reliably and robustly in the placing and orienting of               
parts, and would have the capability to track dimensionals, and compute process control capability during               
production. The goal of the cell was to operate at a minimum rate of 120 parts per hour. 
 

 
Figure 2. Original Project - Part. 

 
Team 07 immediately began brainstorming ideas, developing designs, and contacting distributors after the             
project was identified to us by PQS. By the end of October, the team designed the system below. The cell                    
consists of two HAAS CNC lathes, a FANUC M16-iB robot, and a specially design part loading system.                 
An operator would load the loading system with raw parts, and one part at a time would be pushed out                    
onto a ramp with one final location using pneumatic cylinders. The robot would pick up the part using a                   
specially designed end of arm - refer to Figure 5 below. This end of arm was designed with two                   
electromagnets on opposite ends (the part is steel, therefore magnetic). This would allow the system to                
double the manufacturing. After machining was completed, the robot would move the part to a system to                 
measure the dimensions of the part. The team had several ideas including lasers, vision, and an expensive                 
3D scanner. No final decision was made, as we were cut short on the project.  
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Figure 3. Original Project - Cell Layout. 

 

 
Figure 4. Original Project - Part Loading System. 
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Figure 5. Original Project - End of Arm 

 
On November 16, the team’s original project was canceled. PQS notified the team that the original project                 
was no longer possible due to changes in the OEM’s, or original equipment manufacturer’s, need. The                
career for manufacturing this part for PQS was shortened from the first quarter of 2021 to the second                  
quarter of 2018. This frustrated the team, as most designs and ideas were scrapped - about three months of                   
design work and research was practically useless.  
 
The team worked with PQS to identify a new, semi-feasible project, despite the loss of time. PQS                 
identified another product that would be suitable for a senior design project. This new part was                
significantly larger and heavier, requiring completely designs to manipulate the part. Refer to the figure               
below. The project requires one lathe to machine the edge of the inner circle. Refer to Section 6:                  
Mechanical Design and Section 7: Controls Design to learn more about the final design and product.  
 

 
Figure 6. New Project - Part 
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4. Project Requirements 
4.1. Interface Requirements 

 
There are several different components in the project that all need the ability to communicate with each                 
other. While the PLC (programmable logic controller) controls most of the components, it needs to               
display and receive feedback from the operators using the touchscreen HMI (human machine interface). It               
will be programmed and debugged with a laptop loaded with the necessary software. In the case of an                  
emergency, the entire cell needs to be controlled by the safety relay instead of the PLC. To properly move                   
parts, it must also have communication with both the FANUC robot arm and the servo drive controlling                 
the position of the indexing table. 
 
To do this the team used an Ethernet/IP network in a star configuration. Ethernet cables connect all the                  
components to an ethernet switch which manages the communications. This configuration is shown in              
Figure 7 below. We chose Ethernet/IP as our communication protocol because it is a modern, flexible                
method with a high data rate that requires little additional hardware and no expensive software packages. 

 

 
Figure 7. Star Network Configuration. 

4.2. Functional Requirements 
 

The project needs to correctly manufacture 100 parts per hour by using a lathe. Furthermore, the system                 
should have been able to operate autonomously for periods of at least an hour and a half before an                   
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operator needs to restock the indexing table with raw parts. This means that for the span of nearly 100                   
uninterrupted minutes, there has been no auxiliary aid required for the system to meet production               
requirements. This requirement precluded the prospect of any human assistance in part-placing,            
measuring, or binning. The customer would like to be able to refill and empty both finished and                 
unfinished part stores without needing to completely halt the manufacturing process. 

4.3. Performance Requirements 
 

The implemented system for the project needed to meet functional requirements stated above with little               
tolerance for malfunction or process deviation. For the part-loading requirements, the previously stated             
part-flow rate of one hundred pucks per hour needed to be achieved while maintaining proper loading                
orientation. This meant that the unmachined part must be oriented for the arm pick it up in the orientation                   
suitable for lathe machining. Deviation from this desired orientation may result in a bad part or possible                 
damage to the Haas CNC, so there is little tolerance for incorrect orientation. As for part pick-and-place,                 
the FANUC was required to load the part into the CNC properly every time, ensuring the part is fully                   
secured in the jaws of the lathe. 
 
To enable refilling mid-process, the part storage will be refillable from outside of the cell. Similarly, the                 
finished parts bin can be removed and replaced after pausing the system, to minimize down-time of the                 
machine. 
 
To ensure quality, the customer wanted the ability to verify the dimensions of a particular part without                 
halting the manufacturing process. When prompted by the operator, the robot will provide the next               
machined part in a special inspection slot instead of standard binning. 
 

4.4. Environmental Requirements 

4.4.1. Customer Defined Requirements 
 

For direct customer-defined environment requirements safety is the principal priority of PQS, so further              
environmental constraints are that the worker safety must not be jeopardized by the implemented system.               
To combat this, requirements of the system specify that there must be an automatic shut-off of the                 
FANUC and CNC when the safety cage is breached. Furthermore, there must not be the necessity for                 
human workers to carry or lift over 50 pounds of material, and there must be no hazards on the part                    
loading system which could lead to serious injuries.  
 
Another point of concern conveyed to the team is that of spatial constraints. Being as the system is to be                    
implemented in an industrial high-volume manufacturing environment, it is beneficial for PQS to have a               
system which is a compact as possible. Although there is not yet a determinate spatial requirement, the                 
system should not inhibit the maneuverability of workers within the vicinity of the system. 
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4.4.2. OSHA Defined Requirements 
 

Expounding on safety requirements, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) offers            
literature on safety standards and hazard assessment for automated manufacturing systems. The common             
sources of accidents for a robotic arm, as defined by OSHA, are impact, crushing and trapping, and                 
mechanical part accidents. It is required that these incidents are prevented, so safety equipment (safety               
cage, auto-locks, etc.) must be evaluated and implemented. Worth noting is the OSHA acclaimed              
statement that a majority of accidents with automated systems occur during teaching, so it is strongly                
suggested that experienced controls engineers be present, or at least be able to provide input, for the                 
teaching stages of implementation.  
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5. Cell Overview 
5.1. Components Overview 
 

When tasked with this project, the customer requested a FANUC robot with a HAAS SL20 lathe. The                 
team designed the remaining parts of the cell around those two pieces of equipment. The cell is made up                   
of the following:  

- HAAS SL20 Lathe 
- FANUC ArcMate 6-Axis Robot 
- Rotating Part Loading Table 
- Part Check Ramp with Controls Enclosure and HMI 
- Finished Part Bin 
- Velox Safety Caging 

 

 
Figure 8. CAD Model of Overall Cell.  
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5.2. Manipulation Overview 
 

When in production, a ten step process occurs. 
1. Position arm above a stack at the indexing table with side A of the end of arm facing the stack. 
2. Measure the distance between the end of arm and the stack. 
3. Move the end of arm with side A down to the measured distance.  
4. Confirm connection to part with a proximity sensor. 
5. Actuate solenoid and confirm suction with a pressure sensor, thus picking up the part. 
6. Jog FANUC arm into the lathe and position linearly with the chuck.  
7. Proximity sensor identifies if a part is in the chuck.  
8. If a part exists, jog side B linearly to the chuck, activate the proximity sensor to confirm 

connection, and actuate the vacuum solenoid. Jog the arm back linearly and rotate to side A. 
Linearly move into the chuck, deactivate the solenoid, and confirm raw part is on chuck via 
proximity sensor.  
If no part exists, jog side A linearly to the chuck, deactivate the vacuum solenoid and confirm part 
is on the chuck with a proximity sensor. 

9. If side B has a finished part, jog arm to the part bin and drop part, or jog arm to part check ramp 
and drop part when requested by an operator. 
If side B does not have a part, return robot to home. 

10. Repeat.  
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6. Mechanical Design 
6.1. Overview 

 
There are many mechanical systems which are to be implemented in the new design. A part indexing                 
table is configured to allow for the loading and presentation of parts to the part manipulation system. An                  
end-of-arm tool has been designed to work with the FANUC robot for part manipulation. This end-of-arm                
tool utilizes pneumatic gripping power via suction cups. Furthermore, a quality station has been designed               
to both house electrical hardware and present finished parts to PQS employees for inspection.  
 

 

6.2. Indexing Table 
 

The indexing loading system was designed by the team. The indexing loading table, as the name says,                 
must be capable of indexing. Indexing is a precise and accurate rotational movement. Raw parts must be                 
loaded by an operator on to the indexing table. The table’s indexing capabilities ensure raw parts can be                  
positioned properly for robot pick-up. Additionally, rotating the raw parts allows a turnstile-like device to               
be used ensuring operator safety. The final system consists of a weldment, paneling, a rotary indexer, and                 
a pneumatic stopper cylinder. 

 

6.2.1. Final Indexing Table Design 
 

The system shall be capable of operating for a minimum of one hour unattended. Since the Haas CNC                  
lathe is capable of producing parts approximately every 40 seconds, the system shall hold a minimum of                 
95 parts. There were no other explicit specifications given to us by the customer. However, floor space,                 
machine orientation, and modularity were also important design considerations. 
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                          (a)                                                           (b)  

Figure 9. (a) CAD model of indexing table. (b) Constructed version of indexing table being 
moved via forklift. 

 
The frame of the part table was constructed of 1-1/2” square steel tubing. The frame is 28-1/2” x 27-0” x                    
32-9/16” (Base x Width x Height). The weight of the part dispensing table was not critical to its design as                    
this system will never be moved. To aid in the placement of this system, forklift tubes were included in                   
the frame as shown above in Figure 9 (b). The weldment was created by a local machining company                  
called GR Metalworks. Once the frame was located in its final location at PQS, it was anchored to the                   
floor at each of the corners using Hilti KB-TZ expansion anchors. 

 
Some notable features of the frame include mounting blocks, 80/20 mounting holes, fork tubes, and cable                
pass-throughs. The square mounting blocks near the top of the weldment were used to connect the table to                  
the weldment. These blocks were welded to the frame prior to machining the holes to ensure proper                 
tolerancing hole to hole; the photo shown in Figure 9 (b) displays the weldment prior to these blocks                  
being added. The arrow-shaped sheet metal part mounted to the top of the unit allows the weldment to be                   
connected to aluminum extrusion forming a safety barrier. The four, inline holes on the rear of the unit                  
also serve this purpose. Lastly, the cable passes through allowed all pneumatic and electrical lines to be                 
run in and out of this unit. 
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Figure 10. (a) CAD model of weldment. (b) Constructed weldment. 

 
The part indexing table required several large aluminum plates to be machined. The machining of these                
components was carried out by a PQS machinist.  

 
A rectangular plate shown in Figure 11 allowed the Oriental Motor DGM200R-AZMC rotary indexer to               
mount to the system. The rectangular plate containing the actuator mounts to the weldment using four                
3/8” - 16 bolts. The entire table and rotary indexer was leveled using set screws. There are four set screws                    
per corner ensuring that the table can be held level relative to the floor. The rotary indexer also came with                    
the AZD-CX controller. The controller was mounted inside of the electrical enclosure. 
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Figure 11.  CAD model of dispenser tabletop. 

 
On top of the rotary actuator, a round platter was used. Due to the rotary indexer having moment and                   
inertia requirements, the rotary platter and all part fixturing pieces had to be precisely calculated. FEA,                
moment, and inertia calculations for the rotary platter are shown in the appendices.  

 

 
Figure 12. Rotary Part Table Components. 

 
Part fixturing plates and pins were the final components for this system. The plates were designed for                 
modularity since PQS can easily swap them out allowing for different part geometries to be processed on                 
the cell. The fixture plate is essentially a quarter-pie-shape with holes for mounting to the rotary platter                 
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and fixture pins. The fixture pins allowed parts to be held by the table. The mounting orientation of parts                   
is shown below in Figure 13.  

 

 
Figure 13. Part Loading Orientation. 

 
80/20 is an aluminum extrusion that was used as safety caging for this unit. Four holes on the weldment                   
allow 5/16-18 bolts to connect to the aluminum extrusion using a roll-in-tee-nut. The 80/20 frame was                
constructed using end fasteners. This provides a clean appearance to the extrusion assembly.  

 

      
   (a)                                                                  (b)  

Figure 14. (a) 80/20 end fastener (Part # 3380). (b) 80/20 roll-in-tee-nut (Part # 13055) 
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6.2.2. Design Iteration 
There were many design iterations for the part table. The part table concepts were modeled in Solidworks.                 
Using Solidworks, FEA analysis was performed and the designs were inserted into the overall cell. The                
team used this information to communicate the spatial requirements of the cell. Design revisions and               
reviews were performed often throughout the project to ensure the final product was up to current safety                 
standards, aesthetically pleasing, achievable from a logistical perspective, and capable of meeting            
customer specifications. 

 
The team did not explore options outside of rotary indexing tables due to research already being done on                  
rotary part table systems prior to the project change. For the initial project, a rotary table was not feasible                   
due to cheaper options existing. However, due to new part geometries, part fixturing really limited the                
options. The team looked into bin feed systems, but these would have required robot vision to determine                 
part orientation. Therefore, the team and PQS determined rotary indexing systems as the best route. 
 

 
Figure 15. Indexing Part Table Concept 1. 

 
The first part table concept for a rotary indexing system is shown above in Figure 15. This concept was                   
created the day after the project change. The crude model allowed the team to visualize the project’s new                  
scale. The model a finished part bin, robot mounting stand, and part table with twelve stack positions. 
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Figure 16. Indexing Part Table Concept 2. 

 
The second concept was the PPFS version of the part table. This unit had extensive calculations                
performed on it to ensure it met moment and inertia requirements. An Allen Bradley servo motor, Cone                 
Drive gearbox, and Kaydon ring bearing were selected to rotate and index the table. The aluminum table                 
was a solid piece with machined pockets to reduce weight, thus reducing inertia. Fork pockets were                
included to allow the design to be easily moveable. The entire unit was covered in sheet metal to protect                   
working components from debris, and to protect the operator from rotating components. 

 

 
Figure 17. Indexing Part Table Concept 3. 
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The next concept design was created during Interim. This unit attempted to create a more aesthetically                
pleasing design for the table. This design also made major improvements in fixturing and safety. Part                
fixture plates were created to increase modularity. Additionally, mesh paneling and polycarbonate shields             
were added to protect the operator. This model was not completed, however, due to concerns about its                 
size. 

 

 
Figure 18. Indexing Part Table Concept 4. 

 
Concept #4 is essentially a smaller variant of concept #3. This unit still used the same servo, gearbox, and                   
ring bearing as previous designs. However, only 6 part stacks were used. To compensate for fewer stacks,                 
the stack height was increased. Unfortunately, once this model was complete, the lead time for the                
Kaydon ring bearing was determined to be 20 weeks rendering this design unfeasible due to the course                 
timeline. For this reason, the design was reviewed by Koops, Inc. in order to find potential alternatives. 
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Figure 19. Indexing Part Table Concept 5. 

 
After meeting with Koops, Inc. several design changes were made to the part table. First, the weldment                 
was updated to remove gusset bars. Koops recommended this change to ease the manufacturing of the                
weldment. Next, the rectangular aluminum plate that mounts above the weldment was changed to have               
machined pockets and set screws for leveling. This would make programming much easier since the table                
could be modified independently of the floor. Additionally, changes to the safety cage were made. 80/20                
was added due to its modularity, ease of use, and low cost. Rather than mounting mesh within the 80/20                   
T-slot, Koops recommended the use of polycarbonate. The most major change was to replace the ring                
bearing, gearbox, and servo motor with a single rotary actuator. This component was much cheaper               
overall than the other combination of parts. Koops, Inc. recommended a small unit called an Oriental                
Motor. This would interface easily with the previous design. Additionally, this option was ideal since               
PQS had experience using Oriental Motors in some vision inspection machines. However, using this unit               
required the team to create a new calculator for inertia and moment. This calculator is shown below in the                   
appendices. 
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Figure 20. Indexing Part Table Concept 6. 

 
After some discussion with the customer, it was determined that the previous concept would be larger                
than desired. The team redesigned the weldment again to decrease its size. Due to the weldment change,                 
the 80/20 used as safety caging had to be updated. This ensured that the Velox machine guarding would                  
not have to be updated to fit this new table. 
 

          
Figure 21. Indexing Part Table Final Concept. 
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The final model of the part table is shown above in Figure 21. This design updated the part table platter to                     
a smaller diameter. This pulled the part stacks closer to the center of rotation thus reducing inertial loads.                  
This increased the safety factor of the design. Additionally, the aesthetics of the design were improved. 

 

6.3. Pneumatic Design 
Pneumatics are critical to the operation of this machine cell. Plant air comes into the cell via a drop-down                   
line; this air is pressurized to between 90 and 100 psi by the compressor at PQS. The air is fed through an                      
air preparation unit which regulates the air to the 80 psi, filters the air hence removing any particulates,                  
and lubricates it to ensure proper function of components downstream. After the air preparation unit, the                
air passes through a short section of pneumatic tubing and into the manifold. The manifold consists of a ⅜                   
NPT inlet port and 4 x ¼ NPT outlet ports. The outlet ports each connect up to a component later in the                      
cell.  

 
Two ports from the manifold are ported through the robot and on to the J3 axis. Here, they connect to                    
Vaccon Venturi vacuum pumps. These pumps generate a vacuum which is used to pick up parts via the                  
end of arm. 

 

 
Figure 22. Vacuum Pump Connections.  
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The next port on the manifold connects up to a solenoid valve bank. This pressurizes the manifold inlet                  
port. Solenoids mounted to the top of the manifold are connected to this so that, when activated,                 
pressurized air can flow to the components. The solenoids selected were NITRA 52 series solenoids from                
Automation Direct. The selection of these was driven mainly by cost and availability. The Automation               
Direct solenoids cost $32.50 each whereas the Rapid Control items cost $87.50 each. Additionally, the               
Automation Direct items had a lead time of only one week while the Rapid Control items were two                  
weeks. Due to a total of three solenoids being required for the cell, the team decided to go with the                    
Automation Direct ones primarily due to cost. 

 
The solenoids chosen were 5 port double solenoids and 5 port single solenoid with spring. These function                 
to connect the two cylinders and end of arm blowoff to shop air. Figures XX below shown the pneumatic                   
schematics for these solenoids. 

 

 
Figure 23. 5 port, 4 position solenoid diagrams for spring solenoids and double solenoids. 

 
In the figure above, Ports “A” and “B” represent the outlet ports. Port “P” represents the pressurized port.                  
Ports “R” and “S” are the venting ports. The double solenoid configuration was used to plumb the                 
extension and retract ports on each cylinder. The two position spring return solenoid will be used for a                  
part blow-off. Here, the “A” port is plugged since it is not needed. This will cause the air to not be                     
released by default. Then, when the solenoid is activated, air will flow to the “B” port causing air to be                    
released. This process will be described further at the end of arm section below.  

 
The final port on the manifold is plugged with a ¼ NPT hex plug. This was done intentionally to ensure                    
the customer can connect more pneumatic devices if necessary. 

 
The design and construction of the air plumbing in this cell were done through three design reviews. The                  
first design review occurred with Preferred Quality Services. In this review, the overall pneumatic              
components were not changed. However, the placement of the air plumbing was discussed. Originally, the               
team hoped to mount the air plumbing equipment to the cell cage. However, it was determined that these                  
could all fit on the part check station. The next design review occurred with Progressive Surface. Here,                 
the team discussed pneumatic cylinder options. The team had selected some McMaster cylinders             
originally due to the availability. However, Progressive Surface believed that the team should go with               
equivalent Bimba cylinder. In the end, the team decided to go with Progressive’s suggestion despite the                
longer lead time and slightly increased cost due to the incredible customer service and quality of the                 
Bimba cylinders. The final design review took place with Rapid Control. Here, the fittings and               
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filter-regulator system were discussed. No changes were made at this point after this review. However,               
the representative from Rapid Control did validate the previous design decisions. 

 
 

 
Figure 24. Air plumbing plate layout. 

6.4. End of Arm 
 

The end of arm tool attaches to the sixth axis of the FANUC robot. Its purpose is to act as the means of                       
securing a part when a part-moving process is enacted, and it is home to several distance and proximity                  
sensors as well. The end of arm is fundamentally constructed of a base plate which connects to the robotic                   
arm and two wings, which are used to grip the part. The gripping of parts is performed by means of                    
pneumatic suction. Two Vaccon venturi suction generating pumps are mounted directly on the Fanuc              
robot, and plumbing lines connect the pumps to cups which will interface with the part. In addition, the                  
end of arm receives compressed air to be released through the blow-off nozzles which are secured to the                  
end of arm tool. Figure 25 displays the Solidworks rendition of the end of arm tool, and this visual aid                    
may be of use for the descriptions in the subsequent sections. 
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Figure 25.  CAD model of end of arm tooling. 

 

6.4.1. Final End of Arm Design Description 
 

Because the end of arm tool is the component which allows the FANUC to interface with the system,                  
homing pins are positioned in the center of the end of arm tool to validate the critical positions of the                    
automation process. The homing processes utilize pointed homing rods, which Team 07 has fabricated by               
turning down bolts in the Calvin machine shop lathe. The homing rods are positioned in the direct center                  
end of arm wing with respect to the part. This allows them to represent the position of the part accurately.                    
A matching homing pin was positioned in the Haas CNC Lathe, as well as, in each location on the part                    
loading table. This allowed each location to be accurately programmed in the FANUC program. The               
homing system was designed by a recommendation of Progressive Surface. They use similar methods to               
home their robotic systems. Team 07 did not want to reinvent an already functional process. 

 
The part blow off is another critical feature to the end of arm. This feature blows any machining chips or                    
other metal debris from the part post-machining and blows remaining material from the chuck of the                
lathe. This is done prior to part pick-up to ensure that the part is cleaned off. If this were not included, the                      
vacuum pump would likely become clogged and cease functioning due to chip debris building up inside                
of it. This portion of the end of arm was conceived during a design review with Preferred Quality                  
Services, who expressed concern over chip build up. The importance of blow off capabilities was further                
stressed during a mechanical design review with Koops, Inc. and was covered in meetings with Vaccon                
and Rapid Controls representatives. Hence, the component is deemed vital to ensure that the end of arm is                  
able to perform amidst machine debris for an extended period of time. 

 
The venturi vacuum pumps which were selected for the end-of-arm design are provided by Vaccon, and                
the specific model chosen is VP20BVM8-150H-ST4-VS. This particular model fulfills all of the functions              
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which Team 07 requires of the pump. The key features include a built-in solenoid actuation valve, and                 
digital vacuum pressure sensor, and performance curves catered to the 80 PSI pressure level, which is                
standardized throughout the pneumatic components of the system. The pumps are mounted to the base of                
axis 3 of the robot arm - refer to the photo in the appendix. This base of axis three features four threaded                      
holes which are suitable for mounting a plate. A plate has been designed with threaded holes located to be                   
compatible for mounting a VP20 class pump, and through holes are incorporated to match with the                
threaded holes at the base of axis three. Hence, the plate can be used to secure the pumps onto the arm.                     
For a visual representation of the location of this plate, please refer to Figure 30.  

 
The single-output streams of the vacuum pumps are split into three separate negative pressure streams,               
and these lead directly to the suction cups which interface with the part. An angled bracket has been                  
designed to feed the pneumatic tubing to the suction cup connectors to ensure that the tubing does not                  
interfere with the end-of-arm functionality. Although many suction cups were prospected for final use, the               
team ultimately decided to employ the rectangular shaped VC-189A-⅛ cup, provided by Vicas. Since the               
part is hollow and circular, a rectangular cup allows for a greater surface area coverage per cup ratio.                  
Furthermore, these cups were validated by testing their compatibility with both finished and raw parts at                
PQS under the supervision of a Rapid Controls sales representative. With three cups mounted per face,                
and an assumed operating pressure in the vicinity of 80 PSI, the cups provide enough holding force to                  
secure 30 pounds. This capability far exceeds the recommended safety factors suggested by the supplier,               
provided that the acceleration of the part does not exceed 2 G’s.  

 
The addition of the digital vacuum sensor proves advantages for tracking the securement of a part                
throughout its movement. Upon meeting with the part, a vacuum level confirmation from the sensor may                
ensure that a good connection has been established. Once this connection is established and the arm has                 
begun manipulation, a drop in the vacuum level may indicate that an error has occurred and the process                  
should be stopped since a loose part may fall from the arm. Since the digital vacuum sensor only provides                   
a high or low value, and additional analog sensor with Vaccon model number VG150 has been procured.                 
This analog sensor aids in the troubleshooting process if multiple errors with vacuum occur in a short                 
period of time. This feature will allow operators to determine if a loss in overall vacuum level is the                   
culprit of dropped parts or if it may be due to alternative factors, such as cup wear.  

 
As previously mentioned, there are additional laser sensors housed in the end of arm tool. Two laser                 
distance sensors, which are supplied by Banner, are featured. These sensors will serve useful for               
determining the distance from the end of arm tool to the part which it must interface with. The laser                   
distance sensors require a clear line of sight in order to function, and this is the reason for the hollowed                    
out base of the end of arm wings. Additionally, two proximity sensors will sit in the end of arm. These                    
sensors will identify if the suction cups are touching a part.  
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6.4.2. Design Alternatives, Progression, and Tradeoffs 
 
Numerous design alternatives were prospected for the end of arm tool. The initial end of arm design was                  
modeled in Solidworks and relied predominantly on 15 series 80/20 extrusion for the framing of the                
component. The 80/20 extrusion was selected as the framing material because it is a commonly used                
framing material for end of arm tools in industry and because the mounting brackets provided by Vaccon                 
are designed to attach to 80/20 extrusion. Although the extrusion is cheap and modular, the segments                
must interface at 90 degree angles since they are secured via a corner bracket. This constraint greatly                 
limits where vacuum cups may be positioned, and this led to difficulty in optimizing the geometry of the                  
end of arm extension responsible for housing the vacuum cup brackets. The configuration of the initial                
end of arm was designed to have the capacity to hold two parts, and the interfacing surfaces are separated                   
at a 90 degree angle. The configuration of this design is shown in Figure 26. A mounting plate was                   
designed to secure the frame of the end of arm to the robot. 
 

 
Figure 26. Initial End of Arm Design. 

 
 

It should be noted that the part is non-magnetic rendering electromagnetic gripping mechanisms             
incompatible. Furthermore, the boring operation eliminates the possibility of implementing a mechanical            
gripping system incompatible as well. Hence, vacuum suction cups are selected to be the method for                
maneuvering the part. The initial vacuum cups chosen for the gripping system were 0.94 inch diameter                
silicon single bellow circular cups supplied by Vaccon. The diameter of this cup was chosen because it                 
was the largest available cup diameter which would fit onto the geometry of the part surface both prior to                   
and after the machining operation. Although the team implored as to what rectangular cup options were                
available, sales representatives of Vaccon suggested that there are no rectangular cups small enough to fit                
the application. The cup material was chosen because Vaccon suppliers suggested it to be the best cup                 
material for our application, and this was validated by testing the cups with raw and finished parts at PQS                   
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under the supervision of a Vaccon sales representative. The cups of the initial end of arm were designed                  
to fit onto the 80/20 extrusion using supplier-built mounting blocks and mounting brackets.  

 
Because the initial end of arm design called for three cups per side to be supplied with negative pressure,                   
the Team prospected the 4-port version of the VP20 venturi pump. The model features a digital vacuum                 
sensor, as well as, a built-in solenoid, and it is designed to perform optimally with 80 PSI compressed air.  

 
Early design alterations mainly concerned the cup selection and cup placement. The team discovered that               
a fourth cup may be fitted onto the end of arm with some slight modifications. By switching from the                   
initial T shaped surface to a single beam of extrusion to mount the cup blocks, an additional cup may fit                    
onto the part surface. Because this required the cups to meet with the part on thinner segments of the                   
surface geometry, the team switched to a 0.87 inch diameter cup of the same material. This change in                  
design allowed for an additional four pounds of pulling force and a more aesthetically pleasing design.                
The geometry of this revised design is shown in Figure 27.  

 

 
Figure 27. Early Revision of End of Arm Design. 

 
The plumbing of this design was relatively simple since each pressurized exit port led directly to a                 
vacuum cup mounting block. The vacuum pumps mounted to supplier-built brackets similar to those used               
to mount the vacuum cup blocks. These brackets mounted directly to the end of arm tool, meaning that                  
they were very close to the cups themselves. Although this is advantages for minimizing pressure drop,                
this design introduced challenges with configuring the wiring connection to the solenoids and vacuum              
sensors. The large pumps configured in the fashion displayed in Figure 27 did not leave an obvious path                  
for the wiring which would not introduce concerns over interference with the functionality of the pumps.                
Because the end of arm tool must rotate, there would have to be sufficient lag in the wires to allow for this                      
movement, and it is this lag which introduced the interference concerns. Furthermore, there was concern               
over the overall cleanliness of the pumps should they be repeatedly subjected to the interior of the CNC                  
lathe. 
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To remedy the concerns of housing the pumps directly on the end of arm, a mounting plate was designed                   
to house the pumps separately from the end of arm. The idea for this plate came from past experience of                    
Team 07 members with end of arm tools, and the plate was designed to utilize the bolts of the robotic arm                     
to secure the pump mounting plate with clearance holes. The pump plate allowed for a much more direct                  
path for the wiring of the pumps to reach the base of the robot, and the pumps would now avoid entering                     
the lathe door. The Solidworks rendition of this design revision is shown in Figure 28. 

 

 
Figure 28. Early Revision of End of Arm Design Featuring Separate Pump Plate. 

 
The end of arm design was inspected by Koops Automation in late February. During this design review,                 
Koops engineers suggested that the framing of the end of arm tool be constructed with machined                
aluminum parts rather than 80/20 extrusion. This is a practice which is commonly employed by Koops,                
and this method involves mounting the suction cups directly to the surface of an aluminum face rather                 
than go through the supplier built mounting blocks. Although this method creates a new cost with                
machining aluminum parts, there are many advantages to implementing this practice. There is no longer a                
need for the many accessory components which would have been required to make Vaccon equipment               
compatible with 80/20. Furthermore, by plumbing straight through the machined aluminum parts, the             
design is freed from the many spatial constraints imposed with the bulky extrusion configuration. With               
freedom granted to the geometry of the cup fittings, arrangements were configured which featured up to                
six cups interfacing with a part. Under this design, the lifting capacity of the end of arm tool was                   
improved by 20 pounds. Additionally, the wings of the end of arm tool could now be customized                 
depending on function. Since only one side must pick parts from the stack, only one wing must be                  
designed to avoid interference with the stack rods of the part loading table. The initial geometries which                 
were contrived for the custom end of arm wings are shown in Figure 29.  
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Figure 29. Initial End of Arm Design Following Koops Review 

 
With the revisions made following the Koops design review, the end of arm concept was finalized.                
Numerous iterations were drafted before settling on an exact geometry, however. With the elimination of               
the linear actuator in the part loading table, the end of arm now needs to be able to reach down to meet the                       
parts at variable depths on the table. For further insight into this design consideration, see section 6.2 of                  
this report. Because the end of arm must locate the part at variable depths, laser distance sensors were                  
included to determine what the appropriate distance to travel is for each grabbing operation. The laser                
distance sensors are large, and they can only be fitted onto the end of arm if the wings orientate 180                    
degrees apart from each other. Hence, the slightly more maneuverable 90 degree design was scrapped in                
lieu of a design which can house the distance sensors.  

 
Major design decisions were made in regard to suction cup and venturi pump selection following a                
meeting with a rapid Controls sales representative. Rapid Controls is a regional distributor of pneumatic               
equipment for a variety of companies including Vaccon. While reviewing the vacuum system design,              
several alternative cups were suggested. This led to the discovery of a rectangularly shaped cup with                
dimensions of 0.5 inches by 1.5 inches. This geometry is ideal because it allows for the same surface area                   
that the larger diameter circular cups provide, but the slimness of the rectangular cups allow more                
clearance between the cup edge and the edge of the part - reducing the possibility of making a poor                   
connection with the part. Additionally, the Rapid Controls representative was able to confirm with Team               
07 that a single port pump with split flows would provide adequate negative pressure. Hence, the 4-port                 
venturi pumps were replaced with slightly cheaper and more compact single port pumps.  

 
Following FANUC training, Team 07 learned of the four threaded holes on the base of axis three of the                   
arm. This feature was not known prior as it did not appear in specification manuals or in the CAD                   
provided for the arm. With these holes comes a far more attractive location to mount the venturi pumps. A                   
new pump mounting plate was designed to attach to this location. Team 07 has learned that this location is                   
commonly used to house accessory equipment for end of arm tools such as welding apparatuses, so the                 
decision to move the pump mounting plate to this location is obvious. Lastly, the additional features such                 
as pneumatic tubing bracket, blow off nozzles, and homing pins were contrived in response to concerns of                 
the customer. Although the final design of the end of arm tool follows the same general concept as the                   
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original design, nearly every component has been completely re-worked and refined through the careful              
vetting of suppliers, outside consultants, and the customer. The purchased components of the end of arm                
tool have arrived, and the custom fabricated components are currently being machined by PQS.  

 

 
Figure 30. Robot J3, J4, J5 and J6 view with end of arm and pneumatic connections. 

 

6.5. Quality Check Station 
 

The purpose of the quality check station is for the dispensing of finished parts after every tool change, or                   
upon the request of a PQS employee. The frame for the quality check station is composed of 80-20                  
aluminum extrusion, and the frame mounts directly to both the ground and the Velox safety caging. The                 
extrusion was ordered and was cut to length by 80/20 Inc. Additionally, the team requested the ends be                  
tapped to allow easy installation of mounting brackets. Once the frame arrived, Team 07 used the Calvin                 
Machine Shop to machine the access holes and slots into the extrusion. These allow tee-nuts and end                 
fasteners to be installed which allowed the individual aluminum extrusion bars to be connected forming               
an assembly.  

 
The ramp which the parts slide down on is made of stainless steel. There are two UHMW strips on the                    
ramp which allows for a low-friction interaction between the part and the slide. The quality check station                 
is also home to both the large and small enclosures of the system. The large enclosure is home to the                    
numerous hardware components of our electrical system such as PLC and power supply. The small               
enclosure mounts above the part check ramp and features a human interface machine (HMI) which allows                
PQS employees to interact with the automation system. On the rear of the quality part check station is a                   
stainless steel mounting plate for pneumatic components such as solenoids and pressure regulators which              
prepare air for the numerous pneumatic components of the system. 
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                                                       (a)                                                                  (b)  

Figure 31. (a) CAD model of part check station. (b) Constructed version of part check station. 
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7. Controls Design 
7.1. Overview 
 

After an overall mechanical design was completed and approved by the customer, the electrical engineers               
began to select all necessary hardware and software to complement the mechanical design. The team               
worked together to design an overall plan - what the design plan is, how the logic will look, and what type                     
of sensors the design requires. Once these items were identified, the team sat down with distributors to                 
talk over our plan and discuss product and deals.  
 
The electricals created preliminary designs through AutoCAD Electrical. These designs were used to             
identify miscellaneous hardware needs, such as cabling, buttons, and fuses. The team used product              
manuals, AutoCAD Electrical, and Microsoft Excel to record wiring diagrams and pinouts. This assisted              
the team when installation and wiring began.  

7.2. Hardware  
 
The team purchased all electrical hardware through Industrial Controls, Automation Direct, Kendall            
Electric, and Amazon. Many items, including sensors, relays, and safety mats, were purchased from              
Banner Engineering through Industrial Controls. A majority of the resulting purchases were made through              
Kendall Electric. These purchases included software for an HMI, software for an Allen-Bradley             
CompactLogix 8350 PLC, the HMI and PLC (and modules), cabling, a power supply, and more. The last                 
purchases were made through Automation Direct and Amazon for miscellaneous items, including wire             
management tools and fuses.  
 
The team identified a need for a 24VDC source after peripheral devices, such as proximity sensors, stack                 
lights, and buttons, were selected. These items require a direct current source which can be supplied with                 
a power supply, a device which converts alternating current voltage sources to direct current voltage               
sources. The team calculated the wattage need by adding all input currents of each device to select a                  
power supply. With the understanding that PQS may want to scale the final design for future projects, the                  
team selected a power supply with more wattage than necessary.  
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Figure 32. Power Distribution Design 

 
Additionally, Industrial Controls assisted the team by supplying us with safety relay with modules to               
assist in emergency stop scenarios. This device is a “smart relay” - contains its own logic. E-stop buttons,                  
a pressure mat, and a door hinge will act as inputs, and its safety output will tie into the PLC. When a                      
button is pressed or the door hinge recognizes a door being opened, the relay will send a signal to the                    
input module of the PLC to shut down the FANUC robot, indexing table, and HAAS CNC lathe. This                  
safety relay is required per OSHA requirements.  
 
Fuses were specified and purchased to prevent an excess current supplied to specific items. The overall                
system requires five fuses. Three 10A fuses are used to control current to the motor drive. One 5A fuse is                    
used to control current to the power supply. One 10A fuse is used after the power supply to power all                    
peripheral items.  
 
Additional items within the control enclosures include push buttons and key switches, an HMI, terminal               
strips, and ethernet switch. Push buttons and key switches allow an operator to interface with the cell - to                   
turn on the system, power off, or shut down, the system, reset faults or emergency stops, or pause the                   
system. The HMI allows an operator to assess faults, run the system, and more. Terminal strips, located                 
within the control enclosure, are used to distribute power and manage wiring. Finally, an ethernet switch                
was necessary to connect all items that require communication.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 33. (a) Control Enclosure with Hardware Components. (b) Control Enclosure CAD Design. 
 
All hardware design was completed through AutoCAD Electrical. An example of this is shown above.               
While creating these designs, the team used the manual of every device to confirm wiring. After designs                 
were completed, the team identified a few errors over time. Initially, the team misidentified the power                
need for the motor drive. The team initially thought the drive required a 1 phase/240VAC source. After                 
purchasing began, the team recognized their error. The team re-specified the power need, but              
unintentionally changed the power need of the power supply (which is 1 phase/240VAC) at the same                
time. When wiring, the team recognized the error, and told the company electrician that the cell will                 
require a power source need for 1 phase/240VAC and 3 phase/240VAC. Thankfully, these mistakes were               
easily fixable and didn’t cost the company a significant amount of money.  

7.3. Software 
The components that need to be programmed to meet our specific goals are the PLC, the HMI, the safety                   
relay, and the Fanuc controller. The team both purchased software to enable the programming of these                
components and wrote our own code to dictate behavior. When writing our code it was important that we                  
structure it logically and document it well so it can be debugged by others if necessary after the project is                    
complete. 

7.3.1. PLC Configuration 
Before any code could be written, several changes needed to be made to the PLC to make the system                   
usable to the team. First, the IP address and the subnet mask was configured using a laptop and a USB                    
cable. Second, an ethernet connection was established between the laptop and the PLC using RSLinx.               
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With these steps in place, the PLC’s firmware could be updated using ControlFlash., and projects could                
be written to the PLC using Studio Logix 5000. 
 
In order to make the code more readable, all pins are aliased to clearer internal pins in the I/O buffer. The                     
process is organized into subroutines for the different steps and actions in the process. In the subroutines,                 
ladder logic was written to dictate the behavior of the program. The subroutines which dictate the overall                 
processes are Startup, Run State, Grab A, Exchange, Place B, Rotate Table, Table Home, Error Handler,                
and Shutdown. All of the subroutines perform the tasks indicated by their name with the exception of the                  
Exchange subroutine. This subroutine handles the placing of a raw part into a lathe and the removal of the                   
finished part. All of these subroutines except those controlling the table are first controlled by the main                 
routines whose logic is shown in Figure 34. 
 

 
Figure 34. PLC Ladder Logic. 

 
Although it takes longer to write a program in ladder logic, it is much easier to debug which leads to an                     
overall quicker coding process.  

7.3.2. HMI Configuration 
 
The initial HMI setup was simple. The IP address, subnet mask, time, and date were all set using the                   
touchscreen. FactoryTalk was first used to connect the PLC to the HMI using Ethernet/IP and then to                 
connect the laptop to the HMI using Ethernet/IP. In FactoryTalk, screens were written which allow the                
PLC to display program information to the HMI and for the HMI to edit existing tags in the PLC. To do                     
this, a shortcut was established using a laptop. This shortcut allowed the HMI to access PLC tags of a                   
certain program in runtime. Most of the control operates via push buttons on the various screens.  
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7.3.3. Safety Relay Programming 
 

As stated in section 6.2, the team purchased a safety relay and output module (Banner XS26-2de and                 
XS2ro) to assist with emergency stop scenarios. This device contains software, available through Banner,              
to easily program the relay. This relay will supply status to the PLC, which will then power down outputs                   
and the motor. An on/off keyed switch, emergency stop buttons, a door hinge, a safety mat, and an E-stop                   
reset button are wired into the relay as inputs and control when power will be disconnected. These inputs                  
are shown below.  
 

 
Figure 35. Safety Relay System Configuration. 

 
The E-stop buttons and gate are normally closed inputs, so when actuated, the device will become                
“opened,” deactivating the status to the PLC. When the PLC loses power, the FANUC robot, HAAS CNC                 
lathe, and all other components will shut down immediately. This procedure is crucial as it controls                
immediate shutdowns for emergency scenarios. The logic and wiring configuration is displayed below.  
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Figure 36. Safety Relay Functional Configuration 

 
The E-stop procedure is shown in the next five figures. At startup, the first step is to turn the system on by                      
activating the “Emergency Reset” button. Before available for operation, the HMI will notify the operator               
that the button must be pressed. A confirmation will be sent to and from the operator to begin production.  
 

 
Figure 37. Safety Relay Simulation - Initial State. 
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Figure 38. Safety Relay Simulation - Emergency Reset Activated. 

 

 
Figure 39. Safety Relay Simulation - E-Stop Activated. 
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Figure 40. Safety Relay Simulation - E-Stop Deactivated. 

 

 
Figure 41. Safety Relay Simulation - Emergency Reset Activated. 

 
At any time throughout that procedure, the safety mat can be activated by someone stepping on it. At that                   
point, the safety output (SO2) will be deactivated. This will tell the PLC that the drive needs to be                   
deactivated as well. This will prevent the indexing table from rotating. This is shown in the figure below.                  
Once the operator steps off the mat, the source will tell the PLC that it can instruct the table to rotate.  
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Figure 42. Safety Relay Simulation - Safety Mat Activated. 

 

 
Figure 43. Safety Relay Wiring Configuration. 
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Figure 44. Safety Relay Ladder Logic. 

 

7.3.4. Fanuc Robot and Programming 
 

PQS purchased a reconditioned FANUC ArcMate 120iB with a RJ3iB controller from RobotWorx, a              
robot distributor from southwest Ohio. Collision Guard software and Ethernet/IP adaptor and software             
options were purchased with that. The Collision Guard software is essential for this project, because the                
robot will immediately stop when a collision is detected. This additional software can prevent damages to                
the robot and other equipment, as well as, prevent potential injuries. The Ethernet/IP adaptor and software                
option was purchased to assist with and simplify communication between the robot and all other               
equipment.  
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(a)  (b) 

Figure 45. (a) FANUC ArcMate 120iB. (b) RJ3iB Controller 
 
When the purchase was completed, Alex, Michael and a PQS employee had the opportunity to go to                 
RobotWrox for robot training. This eight-hour training day was included within the purchase and was a                
great opportunity to learn about how to program the FANUC using a teach pendant, communicate with                
the PLC, and wire into the controller for power or I/O.  
 
The day began with an introduction about robots - to gain an understanding of how it works, how robots                   
are powered, what the startup procedure is, and all components of the robot. RobotWorx provided training                
on how to operate the teach pendant correctly - what a deadman switch does, what each button means,                  
and how to program.  
 
The deadman switch controls when an operator can use the teach pendant. It is a switch that sits on the                    
back side of the pendant - refer to the figure below. There are three stages that can be selected when                    
different forces are applied to it. The first and third settings act as emergency stops. The first setting                  
occurs when no force is applied - the switch is off. The third setting occurs when too much force is                    
applied to the switch - the switch is off. When the switch is off, the robot stops, or is not operable. When                      
enough force is applied, the second setting occurs - the switch is on. This allows the operator to run a                    
program when in automatic mode. When in manual, both deadman switches must be pressed to allow the                 
robot to move. This ensures the safety of the operator and anyone near the robot.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 46.  (a) Teach Pendant. (b) Deadman Switch. 
https://www.ebay.com/itm/Fanuc-Robotics-Teach-Pendant-A05B-2301-C360-/162447948269?autorefres

h=true | http://densorobotics.com/content/user_manuals/19/001684.html 
 
The training continued by starting up the system and programming the robot with the necessary operating                
system. The team learned to zero and calibrate the robot. The team learned to set positions, allowing the                  
robot to move both linearly or directly to the position (this would create an arc when moving). Next, the                   
team learned how to set user and tool frames (coordinate frame references). This will assist the team when                  
the robot moves a part into the chuck of the lathe. The training continued, and the trainer tasked the team                    
with creating a main program with subprograms that moved the arm in a variety of shapes. The team                  
easily completed this task. Next, the team was tasked with creating the same program that moved at a 45                   
degree angle at a constant speed. The team programmed the robot, but after testing the program, several                 
errors were detected. The robot moved at a constant speed, but was colliding with the 45 degree table - the                    
collision guard software prevented the robot from moving. The team looked back at the program and the                 
coordinate log and failed to see an error. The trainer was stumped, but the team decided to raise the initial                    
z-axis value. This seemed to fix the error, but the team, nor the trainer, seemed to know exactly why. At                    
this point, the team hasn’t begun programming the robot. When this occurs, the team will troubleshoot all                 
errors that occur.  
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8. Safety Design 
8.1. Interlocker Design 
 

The team planned to purchase an interlocking device to lock the cell when the system was running. This                  
locking device would only allow someone to enter the cell when the system was shut off. If the door was                    
forced open, the system would automatically shut down, preventing any injury or worse. The CNC would                
continue to operate if the lathe door was closed and was in the process of machining a part. The overall                    
purpose of this interlocking device is to stop robot and indexing table movement when an operator enters                 
the cell. Following a set procedure to enter the cell will be required.  
 
This interlocking device is a Banner SI-HG63FQDL hinge. This hinge is an input within the safety relay                 
and acts as an “E-Stop” within the overall system. When the door is opened, the safety relay will deny                   
power to the PLC which will, in turn, shut down the robot, lathe, and indexing table to prevent any                   
potential injuries.  
 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 47. (a) Interlocker Hinge. (b) Interlocker Hinge Setup 

8.2. Cage Design 
 

The team recognized the system would require a safety cage to prevent any injury while the system is                  
operating. There are very few areas where someone could get hurt, but the cage system would prevent any                  
potential injury. A cage system is required to eliminate any risk to employees, while complying with                
OSHA and any other set standards. PQS requested a safety cell within the team’s system design, and the                  
team designed a system to meet this request. 
  
The team received a quote from Industrial Controls, based out of Zeeland, MI. Their caging is slightly                 
more expensive than a typical caging system, but it is also more durable and long-lasting. The caging is                  
made by Velox Machine Guarding and may be cut to the customer’s liking. The Velox caging system is                  
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lightweight, yet it is made from strong 8-gauge wiring. Each panel has a reinforcing ridge, adding extra                 
stability without adding weight. Additionally, the posts provide additional support, strength, and stability             
to the panels. 
 

 
Figure 48. Velox Cage Layout. 
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Figure 49. Velox Cage Model. 

8.3. Additional Designs 
 

The Velox cage design in the figure above displays the team’s final design for the overall system. Before                  
purchasing and assembly could occur, the team received approval for the cage design. To reduce costs,                
the overall cage design did not surround the CNC. The cage will be attached to the CNC to prevent any                    
chances of entering the cell. If damaged or unintentionally moved, and the cell no longer complies with                 
OSHA or PQS standards, the design will be fixed. 

8.4. OSHA Requirements 
 

OSHA requires that the system complies with ANSI/RIA R15.06 standards. Relevant restrictions to this              
project require that the system include safeguard devices. The safeguard device shall inhibit any              
interaction between a worker and an operating robot. This may be in the form of a cage of a fixed barrier.                     
Furthermore, there should be presence-sensing or open-cage-identification systems in place to detect any             
breach of the operating vicinity, resulting in a shut-down.  
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9. Project Management 
9.1. Team Organization 
 

The team identified two forms of organization to utilize. Currently, the team utilizes Google Drive and the                 
available Shared Drive through Calvin College to record and document progress. Each member of the               
team can access an individual drive to record research, quotes, system designs, manuals, and more. The                
team started a “Parts-List” document to identify each design made and to number the designs. This list                 
was used for estimating component costs. Once project components began to be purchased, a new               
spreadsheet was created to record actual versus estimated costs. This document also allowed the team to                
ensure all parts were ordered in a timely fashion. This document was presented and approved by the                 
customer prior to purchasing.  

9.2. Task Specifications 
 

The team has worked well to distribute tasks and progress within the project. Without speaking about it,                 
the electrical engineers took on tasks based on strengths - Michael took on all hardware responsibilities                
and a few software responsibilities (FANUC programming and relay logic programming), while Nathan             
became responsible for all logic and PLC programming. The mechanical engineers broke up tasks              
similarly - Alex became responsible for overall design, including the indexing table, and Josh took the                
task of designing the end of arm and any part manipulation needs.  

9.3. Schedule 
 
The full schedule can be found in Appendix 13.2. 

9.4. Budget/Finances 
 

All finances for this project was financed by the customer, Preferred Quality Services. Therefore, all               
product and designs associated with the project and product, purchased by PQS, is owned by PQS. As                 
stated in Section 8.1: Team Organization, the team utilized an excel document to record all estimated                
costs and actual costs after purchases were made. Prior to purchasing, the team presented the cost estimate                 
to the customer. PQS approved the estimate but set an overall budget. Due to the circumstances, Team 7                  
cannot provide this information, but the team ensures the total cost is within the specified budget.  
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10. Integration, Test, Debug 
10.1. Ethernet/IP Communication 

 
Developing a connection between all devices to communicate on the same network did not come without                
challenges. The team used Allen Bradley RSLinx Classic (the free version of RSLinx Enterprise) to               
facilitate the connections. An Ethernet switch was used as the hub of communication as shown below in                 
Figure 50.  
 

 
Figure 50. Star Network Configuration. 

 
 

A standard network format of address 192.168.001.x and subnet mask 255.255.255 was used. To establish               
communication first, the most recent versions of RSLinx, Studio Logix 5000, and FactoryTalk ME all               
needed to be downloaded. The PLC had its network information set initially through a USB cord but once                  
a channel had been set, Ethernet could be used. The appropriate driver had to be downloaded through                 
Allen Bradley’s download center; once downloaded it was used in RSLinx. The HMI did not require any                 
drivers since FactoryTalk ME comes equipped with the necessary drivers for all standard Allen Bradley               
PLC’s. Since the customer did not have a pre-existing network to connect with, only a private network                 
was required. 
 
On further investigation of the servo driver, the team discovered that the drive was not equipped to handle                  
Ethernet/IP communication as we had previously thought. It did have an ethernet port, but that port could                 
only handle simple serial communications and was not equipped to work on our network. To solve this,                 
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the team configured the rotary actuator to send and receive communications through I/O. Since the               
particular rotary actuator drive purchased could not operate through pulse input signals, the team will jog                
the table while monitoring the encoder to determine whether the table had rotated far enough. Further                
testing will validate whether this is an acceptable way to index the table. If not, additional software will                  
be purchased to allow the team to create subroutines that will rotate the table a set number of degrees at a                     
set speed. 
 
While the safety relay is Ethernet/IP compatible, the team decided to use I/O communication for the sake                 
of simplicity. In an emergency scenario, the safety relay will send a status signal to the PLC, which can                   
then deactivate all dangerous outputs. The outputs that remain active tie in to the stack lights and other                  
safety features. The PLC can also send the status to the HMI to adequately display that information to the                   
operators. 
 
Finally, the FANUC robot communicates through ethernet/IP. This was an add-on that the customer              
purchased to simplify all communication with the robot. During the cell process, the lasers on the end of                  
arm will measure a distance to a raw part. That value will be fed back to the PLC, which allows the PLC                      
to take that data, and send it to the robot over an ethernet cord. The robot will then store that data as a                       
register and process it when the robot needs to pick up a part. Without the ethernet adaptor and software,                   
the team would be required to use I/O on the robot for communication.  

 

10.2. Completed Testing 
 
As of the time of this writing, the team has completed testing on several of the project’s components. The                   
team was limited as to how much testing could be done before power requirements were installed by the                  
customer’s electrician. With an electrician adding the required AC power soon, component testing can              
resume. 
 
The team has successfully tested all of the safety systems present in the cell. To do this first, the pinout of                     
all safety equipment was confirmed and the respective wires were labeled. The labeled wires were routed                
through terminal blocks to their PLC pin locations or power supplies. All emergency stop buttons were                
routed into the safety relay as the drawings specified, and the “smart” relay was powered and attached to                  
the computer. Feedback from the emergency stop buttons was obtained through the LEDs on the button as                 
well as through the display on the laptop. Similar steps were taken to ensure successful operation of the                  
pressure mat and emergency reset button. Once it was confirmed that the various hardware was triggering                
emergency scenarios correctly in the safety relay it was time to test if they could correctly relay that                  
information to the PLC. Once the wire connecting the output of the safety relay and the input of the PLC                    
was established, a temporary program was set up to coordinate the stacklight to the PLC’s perceived                
emergency status. It was found that emergencies were correctly triggered and could only be cleared               
through correct use of the emergency reset button. 
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Other components that have been fully tested include the photo eye at the end of the part check ramp, the                    
pause button, and the on-off switch. These various input devices were all wired into inputs on the PLC                  
through the terminal blocks. These components were tested by monitoring their status as perceived by the                
PLC through the programming laptop. These normally open sensors all behaved as expected. As such, the                
team expects all of the other photo eyes to finish their testing quickly once the cell has been installed at                    
PQS. 

 

10.3. Upcoming Testing 
 
Once electrical power is established, the team can begin to test the remaining components. Once all                
components have been successfully tested and one successful operation has been completed by the cell,               
the team can begin working though the formal test plan. 
 
The FANUC arm is the most important item to complete testing on. Given the quality of the teaching                  
pendant and the team’s training on programming the arm, the team expects the programming of the arm to                  
go smoothly. What the team is less confident on is the PLC to FANUC communication. Currently, the                 
code has placeholders when data is sent and received from the robot. The team expects that the                 
documentation included with the ethernet/IP connection module will shed light on this. The only wiring               
required for the FANUC arm is the 480 volt power, the ethernet cord, and the few I/O points used for                    
sending emergency information to the rest of the cell. 
 
The first component that the team plans to test is the indexing table. Controlling the rotation of the table                   
through jogging is unorthodox. The primary concern is that the speed applied by the controller will be                 
appropriate for the team’s application. The control of the drive requires significant I/O, so special care                
must be taken to ensure correct wiring. Furthermore, the safety relay will be given access to the drives                  
“stop” input to ensure complete stoppage in the event of an emergency or a PLC fault. All of the inputs                    
and outputs of the servo drive must be tested to assure they are behaving properly. Similarly, it must be                   
confirmed that the drive can perform the rotate and return to home subroutines correctly. The drive will                 
be tested with the table fully loaded and unloaded to ensure proper operation. 
 
The other large item that must be tested is the HAAS SL-20 CNC lathe. The only outputs being sent to                    
the lathe are for the chuck and for starting the cycle. The only input being received is the current position                    
of the chuck, since the chuck is on a toggle. Since this particular HAAS lathe operates on irregular                  
voltages, separate relays are used. This must be tested as well. Given the simplicity of the interaction, this                  
testing should be fairly simple. The primary factor that could complicate the testing process would be the                 
difficulty of wiring into the Haas due to tight spaces or unexpected behavior of the relay. 
 
The other smaller components that have yet to be tested are the pneumatic solenoids, the door hinge, and                  
the laser sensors. The pneumatic solenoids are simple three wire devices that should be easy to test. The                  
only aspect the team needs to confirm is that the chosen pneumatic routing matches the expected behavior                 
in the PLC. Due to a lack of output pins, signal inverters may need to be used to save I/O for opposing                      
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solenoids. This would ensure that the two opposing solenoids could both be controlled with one output                
pin. The system will also need to be tested for leaks in order to maintain good facility pressure.  
 
The laser sensor will likely require the most testing, because it is the only analog sensor being used. The                   
team must be careful to avoid noise when wiring the laser. The signal returned to the PLC is returned in                    
the range of 4-20 mA. The team must both calibrate the sensor for the intended range, as well as, confirm                    
correct measurement with a measuring tape. 
 
The door hinge is a straightforward component. It shares much in common with the emergency stop                
buttons, so the team expects testing to go smoothly. The hinge should be tested at different angles to                  
determine exactly where the trigger point is so there is no possible way a staff member could enter the cell                    
without triggering an emergency stop. 

 

10.4. Formal Test Plan 
 

This plan will be implemented once all of the individual components have been assembled and proven                
functional. This formal test plan is designed to evaluate the projects ability to work robustly in a                 
manufacturing environment. The team will test if the automation is capable of producing the required               
volume of a day's work. Furthermore, the test plan ensures that the system properly addresses all edge                 
cases and displays them clearly to the operator, and whether or not the produced parts are to print.                  
Detailed information was provided above in Sections 10.2, 10.3, and 10.5. 
 

10.5. Volume 
 
To test the cell’s ability to produce parts, the team will monitor its progress through a full table-load of                   
raw parts. During this test, finished parts will be periodically measured to ensure quality standards are                
being met. The temperature of all power components will be checked at the completion of the test to                  
ensure that they do not run the risk of overheating. 

 

10.5.1. Contingency 
 

To ensure that the cell can correctly handle every possible function of the program, the cell must be tested                   
several times at each step of the operation. In a special testing mode, the machine will discretely handle a                   
prescribed operation when prompted, and the cell will be slowly prompted through every step it was                
coded for. This includes rarer situations such as the dropping of a part in mid-operation or a failure to                   
establish vacuum pressure. During each step, the team will monitor that the step is completed correctly                
and will behave as desired under the following circumstances: 

● An emergency stop (coming from multiple different sources) 
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● A pause 
● Unintentional loss of part from the end of arm (when applicable) 
● A person standing on the pressure mat (when applicable) 
● Complete failure of the lathe, lathe door, robot arm, rotating table, PLC, PLC I/O modules,               

laser, emergency stop button (tested once each on an applicable step) 
 

10.5.2. Accuracy 
 

With the help of the customer, a new bit will be placed on the lathe, and the cell will be run continuously.                      
During this process, parts will be frequently presented to the quality check station for measurement. This                
test will be administered by the customer, and the team will update our project to accommodate the new                  
tool life. 

10.6. Troubleshooting 
 

In order to properly troubleshoot the cell without it being built, the team has created a separate testing                  
PLC program that could be run and displayed during Senior Design Night. This program is identical to                 
the main program except the testing program deactivated the pause button; instead, it pauses at the                
completion of each operation and will not resume until the pause button is pressed. This will allow the                  
team to access whether each operation was performed correctly. The team receives feedback from a               
laptop, connected through an ethernet cable, numerous LED’s inside the panel, and the HMI along with                
visual feedback to determine whether the program is being executed correctly. 
 
Additionally, the team tested the control enclosure as wiring began and continued. Labels were made for                
each wire, and the destinations were written down on an excel document. The team faced a few errors                  
while wiring. After trying to power the system, the team recognized a short. A multimeter was used to                  
identify where the short was located. The team immediately found the wiring error and fixed it.  
 
Excluding the examples above, very little troubleshooting or testing has occurred due to the delays with                
the project. The team will test the system and troubleshoot all errors when the power sources are installed                  
at the correct space in PQS; these connections are scheduled to be installed on May 15, 2018.  
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11. Business Plan 
11.1. Cost Estimate 

11.1.1. Development 
 

Team 07’s project was funded by Preferred Quality Services, not Calvin College nor any other               
external grants. Because of this, the team was asked not to share any costs regarding this project, whether                  
it was an estimate or actual cost. With that being said, the team can give insight in to the payback period                     
for the cell; this was estimated as approximately 10 months assuming Monday through Friday operation at                
16 hours per day. 
 

11.1.2. Production 
 

Due to the type of project and other circumstances, only one “item” was produced. Therefore, a                
production budget does not exist. Additionally, as stated above, the team is not able to share the project                  
cost with anyone other than Preferred Quality Services.  
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12. Conclusion 

At the time of writing this report, the project has not yet concluded. Several tasks need to be completed                   
before the cell can become fully operational. From a mechanical perspective, the end of arm has yet to be                   
machined, attached to the FANUC robot, and tested. From an electrical perspective, a lot has to be                 
completed. Until recently the team was limited by an unavailability of AC electrical power for the various                 
components. As PQS adds the necessary power sources, the team will power and run all components                
simultaneously for the first time. This will allow the team to begin testing all written code. While all of                   
the code should be ready for production, it is more than likely that the team will discover some unforeseen                   
interactions between different components, which will need to be resolved. Once the code appears to be                
operational, the test plan can begin.  

When testing is completed and the cell is operational, the team will leave PQS with the correct                 
information and training to operate and interact with the cell and maintain the system. The HMI gives                 
very specific instructions for resolving errors, but training will still be provided for several actions.               
Startup and shutdown procedures should only be performed by trained operators. All staff working on the                
cell should be informed of potential hazards, particularly those that can arise when refilling or emptying                
parts from the cell. Furthermore, the project will be extensively documented, both in code and in                
construction. An outside source will be able to look at the PLC ladder logic programming and inherently                 
understand the purpose of each line, provided the individual understands PLC ladder logic. Additionally,              
safety relay and HMI code will be well documented in writing. All product documentation used will be                 
gathered into a binder and given to the customer for reference in the future. 
The team has learned a great deal about automating a manufacturing procedure. Team 07 had the                
opportunity to design a modular system to automate a manufacturing procedure, while consulting             
distributors, large corporations, and other companies for design reviews. Team 07 hopes the work put into                
the project was beneficial to the customer. The team gained real-world engineering experience and              
tackled difficult problems under pressure. The team would like to thank the many professionals and               
experts who assisted and provided guidance throughout the project. 
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13. Appendix 
13.1. Research 

13.1.1. FANUC 6-Axis Robotic Arm 
 
During our research and design phase for the first project, the team identified a 6-axis robotic arm to be                   
the most essential and expensive equipment necessary to successfully automate this process. The robotic              
arm functions as a transferring device, moving raw and completed parts to and from different components                
of the system. The arm must operate successfully by smoothly maneuvering between CNC lathes, the               
loading system, and any additional systems necessary to successfully automate this system. The arm              
would have been programmed to pick up the raw part at the destination point in the loading system,                  
maneuver into the CNC’s without collision, and drop the part off at the measurement system, where the                 
machined part is measured and pushed different directions based on if it is faulty or not. A 6-axis arm                   
allows movement in six directions. This is displayed in the following figure. 
 

 
Figure 51. 6-Axis Robotic Arm Movement. 

http://www.leadsingh.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/robot.jpg 
  

These axes allow the arm to easily maneuver into the CNC lathe chamber and locate the gripper, where                  
raw parts are placed. As the number of axes increases, the more complicated the maneuverability is. With                 
that said, most robotic arms are built with six axes. 
  
Robotic arms are powered by the controller, which typically contains the power management systems,              
safety circuits, PLC’s, relays, and any other electrical component used to power or automate this system.                
Some controllers are smaller, and will require an additional control panel to hold the necessary               
equipment. The first-project would most likely require an additional control panel to scale this project in                
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the future. Additionally, the robots require a teach pendant to operate or move the arm. All programming                 
is done through the teach pendant in Karel form. Without this piece of equipment, the arm cannot operate. 
  
While operators can program FANUC robotic arms through the teach pendant, a large majority of               
industrial manufacturers use PLC’s, or programmable logic controllers, to manage all functions or             
programs that the arm can perform. PLC’s are required when the I/O communication count exceeds the                
number of which the arm can control alone. Typically, when an automated system is complex and has                 
several processes utilizing different systems, such as a conveyor belt or CNC machines, it requires PLC’s.                
PLC programming is similar to FANUC robotic arm programming, but they have their differences. PLC’s               
have continued to improve and have become the industry standard for automating manufacturing. 
  
PLC’s can be programmed in five languages or types of programming. The most common and best                
programming type for controlling several files is ladder diagram logic. This is used in industry today                
because the user can easily control what files, subroutines, or small sections of code to perform.                
Sequential function charts can withstand more advanced programs when comparing ladder logic. This             
type of programming is commonly used for sequential programming - where programs are run              
back-to-back. Function block diagram programs are described in terms of graphical blocks. It is a               
graphical language that depicts signals and data flow through blocks or reusable software elements.              
Structured text programming resembles the languages using “If-Then-Else,” “While,” or “Repeat”           
statements. And the final type of programming is instruction list programming, where it uses mnemonic               
instructions from ladder logic programming and sends the instructions to the PLC via a programming               
terminal. During this project, the team will utilize ladder diagram logic to call functions. 
  
Prior to identifying the make and model of a 6-axis robotic arm, the team performed some primary                 
research and found some additional research - secondary research - on different makes and models. Each                
arm operates similarly but has its differences. During this research, the team identified two different               
manufacturers - FANUC and ABB. The customer initially stated they would prefer a FANUC robot over                
another manufacturer, but they wanted Team 07 to perform additional research to identify which              
manufactured arm is best for the team’s design solution. FANUC arms are well known for their                
performance and efficiency. FANUC arms are robust systems, commonly used in industry.  
 
The FANUC arm will communicate with the PLC through Ethernet/IP. The communications through this              
cable will be similar to digital inputs and outputs on the PLC’s I/O blocks. The FANUC’s controller,                 
operated with the pennant, will determine which inputs and outputs to use and how they will appear to the                   
PLC. This allows the PLC to interact with the FANUC as it would a much simpler device. The “digital                   
outputs” from the PLC will indicate to the FANUC what subroutines should be activated and the FANUC                 
will send digital signals to the PLC’s “inputs” to indicate the machines state and its progress through the                  
subroutines. The end of arm will be operated entirely through the FANUC’s controller, the PLC will not                 
be aware of their existence.  
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13.2. Schedule 
 

The four images below display the team’s WBS, or Work Breakdown Structure. 
  

 
Figure 52. Original Fall Semester Schedule and Deliverables 
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Figure 53. Original Spring Semester Schedule and Deliverables. 

 

 
Figure 54. Spring Semester Schedule and Deliverables Breakdown 1. 
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Figure 55. Spring Semester Schedule and Deliverables Breakdown 2. 
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13.3. Mechanical Calculations 

Calculations for the Part Loader: 

  
The design of the part loading system raised concern amongst the team regarding the forces and stresses                 
at play. To combat this, predictive models are formed to analyze the rotational power, rotational               
acceleration, applied moments, and motion of the table. Of particular interest is the rotational velocity and                
torque required from the systems motor and the forces induced on the placement rods from the tangential                 
acceleration of the parts. 
  
Harmonic functions are chosen for the equations of motion which will define the movement of the                
turntable. Harmonic functions are ideal for this application because a gearbox is implemented. With any               
gear system, it is important to ensure that jerk ( begins and ends at zero. This ensures that there is no                     
situation which will apply an infinite force on the gear box thereby shortening the effective life of the                  
system. Harmonic functions are commonly used on cams as well to attenuate alternating stress              
deterioration. The harmonic equations assume the form of the following. 

 

 

 

 
Where the variable h is defined as the end rotational distance (rads), t refers to time (seconds), and tend                   
refers to the total time required to complete the partial rotation. The equations used to describe force,                 
torque, and momentum for the turn-table employ classic Newtonian physics. The key features which are               
employed to discover angular velocity of gears and motors (, rotational power of systems (P), and                
moment enacted on stacks (m). 
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The equation for finding the moment applied to the guide rods works by breaking the force required to                  
accelerate the parts on a part-by-part summation. By this method, every part at is evaluated based on the                  
respective distance from the base of the guide rods. 

 

 
Figure 56. Part Stack Schematic. 

 

 
The time allotted to complete the partial rotation of the table is set to 6 seconds. This acceleration time is                    
found to require a peak torque of 0.0224 N-m and a peak velocity of about 980 rpm. These peak values                    
are within the specifications of the selected motor. Furthermore, the peak moment applied to the guide                
rods is determined to be 0.416 N-m, which is low enough to alleviate concern of the rods failing. 
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Figure 57. Plot of Angle of Rotation (black), Angular Velocity (blue), Angular Acceleration (red), and 

Angular Jerk (green) as a Function of Time. 
 

 
Figure 58. Plot of Torque Required of Motor as Function of Time. 
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Figure 59. Plot of Rotational Velocity of Motor (rad/s) as Function of Time. 

 
 
 
Note that the torque required of the motor is negative during deceleration. This is expected since the force                  
will need to be applied in the opposite direction following peak velocity. For more information pertaining                
to the equations of motion, please refer to the files added in the following appendix. MATLAB was                 
utilized to determine the moment of the accelerating stacks, and EES was used to compute all other                 
values.  
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EES File and Solutions for Equations of Motion: 

  
"---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  
 Calculations for Forces and Motion of Turn Table 
  
 Team 07; Calvin College Senior Design 
  
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Nomenclature and statements 
-------------------- 
   -!DV --> A variable which Can be changed 
   -Units are converted to metric for ease of calculation 
   -Results are converted back to English standard units 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"  
  
h=2*pi/N_racks  
time=6[s] {!DV}  
t=0.5 [s]  
  
  
"------------------Harmonic EOM's----------------" 
s=h/2*(1-cos(pi*t/time)) 
v=(pi*h)/(time*2)*sin(pi*t/time) 
a=(pi^2*h)/(time^2*2)*cos(pi*t/time) 
j=(-pi^3*h)/(time^3*2)*sin(pi*t/time) 
"----------------------------------------------------------"  
  
  
"-----------Table and part parameters---------" 
t_part=0.4 [in] 
h_rod=18 [in] {!DV} 
N_stack=h_rod/t_part 
N_racks=8 {!DV} 
N_total=N_racks*N_stack {!DV} 
Mass_part=2.1/2.2  
Mass_table=273.88/2.2 {!DV}  
Mass_stack=N_stack*Mass_part 
 "----------------------------------------------------------" 
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"------------Diameters-----------------------" 
D_bearing=16 *convert(in, m) 
D_table=40 *convert(in, m) 
D_load=31*convert(in, m) 
"----------------------------------------------------------" 
r_parts=D_load/2 
r_table=D_table/2 
r_bearing=D_bearing/2 
"----------------------------------------------------------" 
  
  
"----------Inertias------------------------" 
m_parts=Mass_part*N_total 
I_parts=r_parts^2*m_parts 
I_table=0.5*Mass_table*r_table^2 
I=I_parts+I_table 
 "----------------------------------------------------------" 
  
  
"--------------Torques---------------------" 
Torque_table=I*a 
Torque_table_english=Torque_table*convert(N*M, in*lbf) 
Power=Torque_table*v 
 "----------------------------------------------------------"  
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"--------------Ratios to Motor--------------" 
t_pinion=17 {!DV} 
t_bearing=53 {!DV} 
D_pinion=4*convert(in, m) 
"----------------------------------------------------------" 
Force_gear=Torque_table/r_bearing 
Omega_gear= v*D_table/D_pinion 
"----------------------------------------------------------" 
BoxRatio=50 {!DV} 
FullRatio=BoxRatio*(t_bearing/t_pinion) 
  "----------------------------------------------------------" 
{To account for energy dissation} 
Power_motor=Power*1.5 {!DV} 
 "----------------------------------------------------------" 
Omega_motor=Omega_gear*BoxRatio 
Power_motor=Omega_motor*Torque_motor 
 "----------------------------------------------------------" 
  
  
"------------Linear Equation of motions for Parts------------" 
v=V_part/r_parts 
a_parts=(((v^2*r_parts)^2+(a*r_parts)^2)^0.5) 
F_rack_base=a_parts*Mass_stack 
 "----------------------------------------------------------" 
 

 
Figure 60. EES Solutions Window.  
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MATLAB Script for Indexing Part Loader Torque: 
  

%//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
% 
% Moment Calcs for Base of Stack 
% Team 07; Calvin College Senior Design 
% 
% Pull EES from S:\Engineering\Teams\Team07\Calculations and Documents 
%  
% Refer to EES file: Equations of motion.EES 
% 
%//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
  
  
%--------------------------------------------------------- 
clear all 
close all 
%--------------------------------------------------------- 
mass_part=0.9545;   %[kg] 
a_part=0.04239; %[m/s^2] 
N_parts=45;  
t=0.01016; %[m] 
%--------------------------------------------------------- 
h=t/2; %[m] 
row=1; 
col=1; 
%--------------------------------------------------------- 
  
for part=1:1:N_parts 
  

moment(col, 1)= a_part*mass_part*h; 
 
h=h+t; 
col=col+1; 

  
end  
  
%--------------------------------------------------------- 
Totalmoment=sum(moment(:))  %[N-m] 
%--------------------------------------------------------- 
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Slewing Ring Bearing Data: 

  
Although the ring bearing was not used in the final design, many hours of computations were                
still performed on this component. 
  
Critical dimensions on the slewing ring bearing are shown below. As noted above, the bearing is                
Kaydon model number RK6-16N1Z. This component is critical to the design as it allows for               
rotation and indexing of the table. The slewing ring bearing will be driven by a pinion gear                 
connected to the gearbox and servo motor by a driveshaft. 

 

 
Figure 61. Kaydon Slewing Ring Bearing Dimensions. 

  
Table 1. Slewing Ring Bearing Outline Dimensions and Weight. 

Do (in) di (in) Dr (in) Di (in) do (in) G (lbs) 

20.390 12.850 17.870 16.220 16.140 65 

  

Table 2. Slewing Ring Bearing Mounting Hole Dimensions. 

Lo (in) no Li (in) ni 

19.250 8 14.880 12 
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Table 3. Slewing Ring Bearing Gear Data.  

 

 D2 (in) Pd z2 Max Tooth 
Load (lbs) 

Moment Rating 
(ft-lbs) 

20° 13.250 4 53 6,800 22,700 

  
Thrust loads are irrelevant in this situation due to them being very minimal in our usage. Despite                 
this, the team computed the thrust load capable of being handled. The maximum moment load on                
the ring bearing is shown below in the equation. 

 

 

 
Figure 62. Thrust Load as a Function of Moment Load on Ring Bearing. 
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FEA Simulation on Indexing Part Table: 

FEA simulations were performed on the disk-shaped table which will be used to hold the raw                
parts. The deflection of the table is a point of concern for the project, since edge deflections on                  
the table may circumvent accurate predictions for the location of parts atop the stack. Variability               
in part location may prove problematic for the Fanuc arms ability to accurately secure parts in                
when loading. Furthermore, stress induced on the table is also of interest since the project is                
long-term, and stress close to the yield point for steel may result in creep or failure. FEA                 
simulations to evaluate the Von Mises stress and displacement induced on a one-half inch thick               
and three-quarter inch table were conducted to investigate these issues. The results of the FEA               
simulations are shown in the following figures. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 63. (a) Von Mises Stresses for a Fully Loaded Half-inch Thick Plate (b) Displacement to a Fully 
Loaded Half-inch Thick Plate. 
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The results of the FEA analysis show the maximum displacement energy (Von Mises) stress to               
be 3.28 MPa for a half-inch plate and 1.56 MPa for a three-quarter inch plate. Furthermore, the                 
maximum deflection is found to be 0.024 inches for the half-inch plate and 0.00721 inches for                
the three-quarter-inch plate. These results prove that a half-inch thick plate is fully capable of               
performing reliably for the duration of the project life-span. The displacement of 0.024 inches is               
small enough to vacate concern of part location variability, and the Von Mises stress of 3.28                
MPa is far below the yield strength of steel which is 350 MPa. 
  
FEA was not performed on the final table design. This was because the radius of parts relative to                  
the center of location was so small. Since the deflection was so minimal in the large table, the                  
small table calculations were deemed unnecessary. 
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Rotary Actuator Calculator: 
To ensure that the design fell below the maximum moment and inertial loads of the Oriental 
Motor DGM200R rotary actuator and AZMC controller, the team created a new calculator. This 
calculator is shown below in Figure 64.  
 

 
Figure 64. Oriental Motor Rotary Actuator Calculator. 
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13.4. OSHA Guidelines 

 
Information quoted from https://www.osha.gov/dts/osta/otm/otm_iv/otm_iv_4.html. Refer to this 
site for further information. 

· R15.06-1999, Industrial Robots and Robot Systems - Safety Requirements. Provides           
requirements for industrial robot manufacture, remanufacture and rebuild; robot system          
integration/installation; and methods of safeguarding to enhance the safety of personnel           
associated with the use of robots and robot systems. This second review further limits the               
potential requirements for any retrofit of existing systems, revises the description of control             
reliable circuitry, and reorganizes several clauses to enhance understanding. 
· TR R15.106-2006, Technical Report on Teaching Multiple Robots. Robotics Industries           
Association (RIA). Provides additional safety information relative to teaching (programming)          
multiple industrial robots in a common safeguarded space in an industrial setting. It supplements              
the ANSI/RIA R15.06-1999 robot safety standard. 
· B11.TR3-2000, Risk Assessment and Risk Reduction - A Guide to Estimate, Evaluate and              
Reduce Risks Associated with Machine Tools. Provides a means to identify hazards associated             
with a particular machine or system when used as intended, and provides a procedure to               
estimate, evaluate, and reduce the risks of harm to individuals associated with these hazards              
under the various conditions of use of that machine or system. 
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